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Abstract : The pumose of this study lies in the development.of the dynamic traffic
simulation model driscribing traffic flow characteristics_realtstlcally on expressways- lms
modet has various characleristics in comparison with. the^exlstlng. dynamlc.tralllc
iii,rjiti6, nroaiii. fi.tttv, the travel cost cai be divided into free travel times and delay

iil;. $ffiatv.li 
"r"Utds 

to model effects of an HOV lane _operation' Thirdly, a heunsttc

method that triffic flows are assigned based on shortest path every tlme sllce, ls.aoopteo

;l;ff#i; a;;ti;itio"s,?ti tirE of ,"trict"r and waitirig times rixisted in the.diverging
;iiTil?hir:iiilffia;i'$tii moaule decides a real time iatio by me.ans of applylng Q-D
demands, w6ich are produ-ced by the dynamic O-D generatton module, to utrlrty Pry191
of each rirode. The driveloped model in this study-can be used ln expressway operatlon anq

management through some veriticatlon and modltlcatlon steps'

l.INTRODUCTION

The number of vehicles in Korea has been continuou.s-ly. increased since 1980's. In addition,

it?-a'i.iia o,i tt 6 i6aar i"-d ott eiii*sportation faciliiies has been in overflow. Therefore,

Hr;i'ail;A;ar;6;;i ana t'afnd operation policies t!gy]9 b.: 1l^g.tl:{t: i*f:*:
current transportation problems. In order to do so, it ts necessary to develop a 

^oynamlc^
traffic simufation moilel which is enable to analyze congestlon sectlons, ellects oI

improvement altematives and HOV lane operation'

The ourpose of this paper is modeling of a dynamic traffrc simulation and developm,ent of
;;r,idii; irfii" ussisfi;"nt techniqrie, which is suitable to tbe dynamic traffic simulatton.
iilirt;;i;";"#;fi;iitibn rilo.iet is enable to analyza consestion sections on

;,il;;il;;a'#f"Jts i,?riov i*;. In this study, some oulputs that are obta-ined using

iJ.i^r""itiiir.*i.t-;;ii;;d. The results of the botileneck sections and the HoV lane are

;'ffi;i';i"iit';t" i"uiisii" sitrutions. And the dynamic traffic assignment procedure every

time slice maintains the similar average cost on each path'

This oaoer is orsanized as follows; Section 2 introduces existing traffic flow theories'
iltiiJ"S h.i,i,r;ffi;a;""ric u-amJlimutiiion modules. Section 4-bstimates an organized

ayna*it traffrc simrilation model. Finally section 5 discusses concluston and tuture
studies.

2. A STI.'DY OF EXISTING TRAFFIC FLOW THEORIES

The traffic flow theory, which is suitable to be used iq a {y-namjc^traffrc simulation mod-e!,

i:r;;;;i; ;iilifd* ih;".y su"ti as Continuum Modil arrd Cell Transmission Model.
fhir it 

"pt". 
shows strong and 'iveak points of each theory.
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2-1. The Continuum Models

The continuum model considers traffic flow as dividing expressway into road sections and
time slices. Conservation equation in trris model is as follow.

I *L = g4,t) (l)
Ax 0t

Where, g(x,t) is the generation(dissipation) rate in vehicles per unit time per unit length

This model analvzes the current section density using the upstream and downstream
section's densitybf previous time slice and anallzes velocity and traffrc flow-rate using
equation q=u*.Th€ continuum model consists of the simple continuum model and the
hish order continuum model.
Th-e simple continuum model has shortcomings which can not describe acceleration and
deceleration of vehicles and which can not lover hysteresis phenomenon of dynamic
behaviors of traffic flow. The simple continuum model is not adequate in the status of
overflows. In order to cover these ihortcomings, the high order model that has applied a
momentum eouation and viscositv model is proposed. This model has merits that can
describe complex phenomenon of i lane chang6, aherging section, a diverging section and
a weavinq seition. But parameters used in this model are too complex in calculation to be
used adeq-uately in dynaimic simulation models.

2-2. Cell Transmission Model

A cell transmission model, which has been modeled by Daganzo, describes traffic flows
based on macro model bv dividine a lir& into sections that have same characteristics. The
relation between flow rafe and deisity is considered as linear. This model can not analyze
in detail as much as the hieh order cbntinuum model. But this model can describe traflic
flow easilv and realisticalli and is adequate to a dynamic traffic assignment model, for it
can be adr5pted to large nefrvorks as a d'ynamic assignment model easily. Because of.these
reasons, w6 will use ihe CELL TRANSMISSION MODEL as the traflic-flow theory that is
used in a dynamic traffic simulation model.

3. MODELING OF DYNAMIC TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODEL

The purpose of this chapter is modeling the dynamic simulation using the cell transmission
theory and the special ldne theory as thE traffic flow theory.

3-1. Dynamic O-D Generation Module

The travel Dattern of within-day can be obtained using the historical data on expressways.
Thus the trivel pattem is modeled as the following function.(2)

The dynamic O-D generation equation ;

P,,(r)=a*r(-9-{).0*r(-t{l o,

Where, P^(t) : The O-D ratio between origin r and destination s at time t

d)t,a)2 : The degree ofdispersion on peak-hour (tr1,tor)
trl,tpz : The first and second peak-hour

a,p :The maximum flow rate ratio of each peak-hour

The O-D ratio is calculated by value of a,p,tr,trr,6rand6r. And these values can be

estimated using the historical data of each O-D.
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Assumption ; the travel pattern
on the expressway has lwo peak-
hours in a day and parameters
used in the function are time slice,
a maximum flow rate ratio and a
degree ofdispersion.

Figure l. Dynamic O-D demand generation

Figure 2. Flowchart ofprocedure

a

Cell Numbe(i) = |

Diverging Cell Procedure

Cell Numbe(I) = End ?
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3-2. Modal Split Moduleuu

The binarv loeit modet is adopted in this nrodel for calculating modal split of two modes
(bus and'autoJ. The ratios of'choice and captive riders are dEfined by user. In order to
ialculate a modal split ratio of choice riders,-we use thefollowilgparameters: in-vehicle
travel time (IVTT).'fare and out-vehicle travel time(OVTT). The IVTT of each time slice is
calculated 6v meins of a link pcrformance function in the traffic simulation model. The
fare of each'mode consists of'oil cost, fare and additional cost. The OVTT consists of
access time and average waiting time of service interval.

The eeneralized cost of vehicle bv O-D pair and by mode is calculated using the above
variables. And the modal split rati6 of bus-is calculatbd by means of the following equation
(3).

D_lbus- (3)
l+ exp{-L(C.,,o + ,r+Cb,,)l

Where, ,? is the dispersion parameter (it is supposed as 0.75 in this model)

zz is the modal penalty (it is supposed as 3.5 in this model)

Cou,o,Co* are the generalized costs of auto and bus respectively

3-3. Traflic Flow Procedure Rule

1. Ordinary cell

In this model, the traffic flow is described by means of CELL TRANSMISSION MODEL
and S P ECIAL LAN E THE O RY,

(l) Transmission rule

The CELL TRANSMISSION MODEL can advance vehicles by means of rule that transmit
the minimum vehicles between maximum flows s;(r) sent by upstream cell and maximum
flows .R,*, (l) received by downstream cell.

v tG)

Figure 3. Transmission of ordinary cell

S,0) = min{Q,,n,l

R,.,(/) = min{Q.,,4*,[N,*, -u,.,]] (4)

y,(t) = min {S,(r),R.,(l)}
Where, Q is the maximum number of vehicles that can flow into cell i

: The capacity of cell i times time slice length

n, is the number of vehicles contained in cell i
N, is the maximum number of vehicles that can be present in cell i

: The cell length times jam density of cell i
S,(r) is the maximum number of vehicles that can be advanced from cell i
R,*, (r) is the maximum number of vehicles that can be advanced to cell i + I
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If the inflow y,(t) of every cell has been calculated using the above equation, the waiting

time arr should be calculated. And the every cell data should be updated using the

following equation (5).

n'i(t) = n,(t -l)- y,(t)+ YFtQ)

(2) HOV lane module

This module defines transmission rules based on Daganzo's special lane theory when HOV
lane exists in expresswaY.

Case I Case 3

Case 2 Case 4

Figure 4. Transmission of HOV lane

<Case l>
Til;; which transmission takes place between cells in which HOV lane exist;

/ = min {s(t') ; ,(k')l
I/ = min{^S(K');R(f')} 

(6)

<Case 2>
ff,el-iJwtrich transmission takes place between sections in which HOV lane doesn't exist;

(Y,y) = (f" ;l- f") min{,Sr(Ki);Rr(Kor)\ (7)

<Case 3>
i#"g;;; which transmission takes place between sections in which HOV lane exists and

sections in which doesn't exist ;

6d=(0,0) dK'<K" (8)
Kd = (/' ,l- f")Kl d Ko > K"

The <Case 3> is applied to <Case l> using the density of downstream sections which were

calculated in equafibn (8).

<Case 4>
ifi;; which transmission takes place between sections in which HOV lane doesn't exist
and section in which exists ;

Y, = r(k')+R(K')
I/ = min{R(K');Y, r'l
Y =Yr-Y

.Y = s(,t')

I=.S(1(')

if sr(K)>R(Kd)+r(kd) (9)

if Sr(K)<R(Kd)+r(kd)

(s)

(10)
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Where, Y, y are HOV and regular vehicles flow rate which transmit from upstream section to

downstream

Ku ,k" are the density of HOV and regular vehicle at upstream section
Ko ,ko are the density of HOV and regular vehicle at downstream section

Ki, Ki are the total density of at upstream and downstream section

K' is the optimal density

fn are the proportion of HOV vehicles in the traffic stream of the upstream

and downsteam section.

2. Merging cell

It is important to decide a priority ratio in the merging section. In this model, merging ratio
is defined as the number of lane.

Figure 5. Merging cell Figue6. Diagranofftasblefousftrarrrgejurui<m

The flows must satisfr following equations.

yx$) s ^Sr ; /cr(r) s,Sc* 
and

yxQ)+ycr(t)<Rrr

As was done for ordinary cells and links, it will be assumed that cells ( and Cr( send
the maximum traffic as p-ossible as cell Er( can receive it.

yrQ)=Sx and y*G)=S*, if Rr* = S* + S.* (12)

But, if the condition in equation (12) is not satisfied, it is necessary to define the priority
ratio pr, where px * pcx =1 .

yxQ) = mid{S*,Rrx -S6r,prRex}
lcrG) = mid {Scx,Ro - SrpprrRo} tf Ro(.S* +S.* (13)

3. Diverging cell

(l) Dynamic splitting module

The dvnamic solittins module assiens vehicles based on shortest paths heuristicallv. The
cell triflic datiis ctaEsinea by a de-stination, a waiting time, kinds'of vehicles. In oider to
apply FIFO rule, vehicles are assigned on shortest paths by destination in terms of
d'ebreasing a waifing time r by I u'ntil a convergencd criteri6n is satisfied. There is an
assumption that drivers select only the shortest path.

(l l)
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IAlgorithm]

<STEP 0> Initialization
r = max (The maximum waiting time)

<STEP l> Searching the shortest path by destination

<STEP 2> Transmission ratio decision

If y,'' 3Acapa(fc) + p=l ;

lf y,a I Acapa(fc) - p=ry ;

!,
Where, ACapa(fc\ is the capacity that can be transited on the forward cell of

every destination.

y," is the flow rate that rvill advance at the forward cell on shortest path

<STEP 3> Vehicles transmission

Transmitvehicles Y, xP

<STEP 4> UPdate cost

<STEP 5> Update cell data

<STEP 6> Convergence test

If a convergence test satisfies only one of the following rules, terminate.

Otherwise, set r=r-l (if p=l) or t=tr (if p (1 )

Rule l> If the capacity that can be receive at the forward cell of every
destination = 0

Rule Dif the flow rate that will send at diverging cell:0
Rule 3> If the waiting time r :0

(2) Cost update module

If vehicles were transmitted every iteration in a dynamic splitting module, the forward cell
i?riiii,6ria Ui-upAatea in correipondence with a lint< pErform-ance function in order to
;;;t;iililip"ifi'r oitt i niii it'eration. The relation be'tween traffic flow and cost during
a time slice is ai following.

c(v)

,tfv
Figure 7. The relation between cost and traffic flow Figure 8. Diverging cell

The cost of vehicles advancing at the forward cell is estimated using above two figures.

Q'

c(v)= trv

c(v) = s14'1 * Q, + l) (v - r7)

If u (rt

If u>q

(14)

Forward cell
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The waitrng cost ,a that the head vehicle passed through the forwarci cell should be

estimated.

-,.-( lr, )t-=INTl4t (15)" \Q',)

q=Q'-uoo(*)
\Q' )

Where, v is the vehicles that are transmitted from the diverging cell.

to is the waiting time that the head vehicle passes through the forward cell.

7 is the vehicles of v that can pass through at time fo.

3-4. Ramp Splitting Procedure

The traffrc flow solittins procedure between ramp and expressway cell should be treated
unlikelv with the iolittiis' procedure between exbresswaf cells which was explained the
oreviotis chaoter. That m[st be connected with the toll gate system. The off-ramp splitting
irrocedure is- applied FIFO .principle and queuing spill back condition according to the
constrarnt ot ott-ramp capaclty.

Figure 9. The presentation of off-ramp diverging

When queuing according to the inferior toll gate capacity in cell (i+l)_affects traffic flow
oassins'throu-sh on exiressway. users mus-[ detelinind the range of lane(I, 1.5,2...)
influefi'ced bv-ramo que'ue. This paper assumes that only one lane would be influenced by
the off-ramp queu,i. By means ofthis principle, incident effect also can be analyzed.

3-5. Waiting Time Decision and Link Performance Function

L Waiting time decision

The cell data set keeps track of vehicles by a waiting time r, a destination d , a kind of
vehicle /. If we define the maximum waiting time as max and the waiting time as r in
figure(I0), the general function of cumulative vehicles can be defined as following.

(16)

In order to calculate a BK , the cell transmission traflic flow y, must be calculated in the
traflic flow procedure rule. If .y, h6 been calculated, we calculate the value of ar*
satisffing the following equation every r .

Y,v,-vr
- -----J-t-s8(-tu mx

Lv,-Zv,
t t+l

,, =Y r, - rYr, -Y,y )@ u -,)
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(l) The case that HOV lane doesn't exist

iu".ug. delay (for vehicles using HOV lane and vehicles using the regular lane)

: 11u,'' "4 tltlo for v r

Figure 10. Graphical representation of z t 1,

2. Link performance function

The cell travel time consists of free travel time and delay time in each.cell' The free travel

ii*"-i. 
" 

ti-e slice tf,"i'i.1"quiita io travel the cell tiith free sp.ee!. Th9 delay time is

iircriit"a-iil}g *"itini iil;'; ;i vehicles.that slay 
11r 

cell' And the cell travel time is

;;ili;iA by th"e following equation for each kind of vehicles'

Y,

(2) The case that HOV lane exists

o Average delay time of vehicles using the HOV lane

= T 0i' "t1 lZt for l= HoY lane' v r

o Average delay time of vehicles using the regular lane

(18)

(le)

(20)= Z0! '4 /1./! for l=regularlane, Y r

3-6. Shortest Path Searching Module

This module must search the fonvard cell that vehicles advance on shortest Pj,$jajjflfi
ill#iio;'; ai;;EG;ti.in oiai' to do-thi9, ModifiedFixed M-atrix

li?lnT,fi,;.[:l'#Nfi;:l,t*fl+l,Lm]"t]ffi f U*.*f "$if; ,*lf i#H$tl,'i#
esrimate the fore-node *"fiI "itriliiJt*,iit-ri 

iiGtri br-tffisposition of node matrix'

4. ANAI\LYSIS AND VERIFICATION OF MODEL

In this section, we illustrate the solution of dynamic traffic simulation model with the 12-

si$'.t?iH,nif**:I+,'?"H#i*tix,".***t*srl,';4i,,f!i:+,'F,tlffi "YIHI
aralyzed.

4-1. Test network I

Hii"$il;"ilHil}(?ll]"u 
in this paper consists of two origins and two destinations as the

r=O'r=l't=2
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(l) O-D data

(2) Mode choice data

(3) Link

2. Verification of Calculation Procedure
(l) Cell numbering

Figure I l.

Figure 12. The result of cell numbering procedure

The cell numbering procedure plays a role in converting a link-base data to a cell-base data.
The cell length is 2 lon and the capacity is 0.6 vehlsec. In order to analyze the
bottleneck, the lane of link l0 decreases from 4 lane to 2lane.

5

8

Test network I

I

Origin
Desti-
nation

dr d2 6l 62 tpr tpz
Auto demand

(veh/ day)
Bus demand

(veh / day)
I 1l 0.06 0.06 30 30 8 18 150000 7000

I t2 0.06 0.06 30 30 8 l8 140000 5000

2 1l 0.06 0.06 30 30 8 t8 160000 6000

2 t2 0.06 0.06 30 30 8 l8 130000 6000

Origin Desti-
nation

Auto
fare

(won)

lrus
fare

(won)

Access
time

/hour)

lime
value
(won)

Auto average
passenger
(ner/veh)

Bus average
passenger
lmrlveh)

I ll 20000 10000 I 5000 2.2 20
I t2 22000 10000 I 5000 2.2 20

2 lt 20000 10000 I 5000 2.2 20
2 t2 22000 10000 I 5000 2.2 20

able.3. Link
Link

Number
Upsteam

Node
Downstream

Node
Length Free

Soeed
Lane Capacity Jam

densitv
HOV
lane

1 I J l0 00 2 0.6 t40 0
2 2 3 l0 00 2 0.6 140 0
3 3 4 6 00 4 0.6 140 0
4 4 5 ') 00 J 0.6 t40 0
5 5 6 38 00 3 0.6 140 I

t2 l0 t2 l0 100 2 0.6 140 0

15 3? !t 5t 5,a 55
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(2) Verification of traffic flow transmission between cells

In this section, we verify that transmission procedure of an ordinary, a diverging and a

merging cell is advanced as previously stated.

Table4.TransmissionbetweencellswhichHoVlaneexists

Table 5. Transmission between cell which Hov lane doesn't exist and cell which exits

Time
slice

Data of cell 35
Trans-

missible
flow

Maximum
Waiting time

Data of cell 36
Transmission

flow

Auto Bus Auto Bus Auto Bus Auto Bus

57 66 l0 75 0.02 0.00 65 l0 65 l0

58 76 l0 75 0.02 0.00 65 l0 65 10

59 76 I 85 0.01 0.00 75 l0 75 l0

60 79 l0 85 0.01 0.09 75 9 75 9

6l 79 t2 85 0.04 0.13 75 9 75 9

62 8l t2 85 0.07 0.09 74 l0 74 l0

Table 6. Merging cell Procedure

Time
slice

Data of cell 54 Transm-
issible
Flow

Maximum
Waitine time

Data of cell 55 Transmission flow

Auto Bus Auto Bus Auto Bus Auto Bus

76 65 l0 75 0.00 0.00 516 81 65 10

77 82 l0 68 0.11 0.00 538 9l 58 l0

78 r28 9 39 0.71 0.00 533 95 29 l0
't9 168 9 45 1.32 0.00 53r 99 35 9

80 205 l0 47 1.73 0.00 532 102 37 9

8l 241 10 47 2.34 0.00 s35 106 37 l0

Time
Slice

Data of cell 34 Data of cell 56
Inflow at
cell 57

Auto Bus
Trans-
mission

flow

Maxrmum
waiting

time
Auto Bus

Trans-
mission

flow

Maxlmum
waiting

time

30 64 9 73 0.00 0 0 0 0.00 73

3l 45 l0 43 0.33 53 10 43 0.3 86

t2 67 l3 43 0.73 7t t2 43 0.69 86

33 78 1 43 t.20 8l l7 43 t.l7 86

34 99 ll 43 r.53 r03 32 43 1.50 86

35 il0 19 43 1.89 ll5 35 43 1.86 86

36 l3l 28 43 2.3s 136 36 43 2.31 86

Table 7. Diverging cell Procedure

Time
slice

Data of cell 13 Cost of
path I

Inflow at cell 14 Cost of
path 2

Inflow at cell 35

Auto Bus Auto Bus Auto Bus

9 l0l 2l 215 65 10 272 53 9

10 101 2t 32t 45 l0 330 56 ll
I l0l 2l 378 56 lt 375 45 l0

t2 101 2t 423 45 l0 432 56

l3 l0l 2l 480 56 ll 477 45 l0

l4 t0l 2l 525 45 l0 534 56 ll
l5 l0l 2t 582 56 I 579 45 l0
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3. The Result of Analysis

(1) The result of dynamic assignment

925 I

(2) The analysis ofthe bottleneck

Figure (14) is the result ofbottleneck effect analysis according to lane decrease oflink 10.
The auto experiences congestion from cell 56 to cell 53i. But the bus exoeriences
congestion only th^e cell 56 and the cell 55. It means that the bus goes thrbugh the
congestion section faster than the auto.

Figure 14. The analysis ofbottleneck effect

(3) The comparison ofaverase cost bv oath
Figure (15) shows the com-parison 6faverage cost between path l(4-+5-+6-+9) and nath
2 (4-+7 -+8-+9). Since a heuristic technique has been used iir the dynamic splitting

Figure 15. The comparison ofaverage cost by path

module, the average cost by path is maintained similarly by every time slices.

Figure (16) is the result cf the comparison of total cost between path l(4-+5+6+9) and
pathz (4-+7-+8+9). Since the average cost of path I is lower thhn path 2 initially, ftan,

Journal of the Eastern Asia Sciety for Transporlalion Studies, Vol.3, No.6, September, 1999
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(4) The comparison of average cost by mode

Fiqure (17) shows the comparison of average cost by mode between origin I and
deitinatibn-ll. According to lrowth of congestion, the cost of auto becomes higher than
that of bus. It is analyzed as thE result of the HOV lane effect.

vehicles select the pathl. At time slice (85) the total cost of patM exceed that of pathl.

The comparison of total cost by path
lola I

time slice/veh)

r8000

16000

r4@0

I 2000

r0000

80@

6000

4000

2000

0

2

time
slic e

Figure 16. The comparison of total cost by path

The comparison of averaoe cost by mode
between origin I and destination ll

t(tims slice)

./n-lr
lr/

^-ff{-

-it*.*V

Figure 17. The comparison of average cost by mode

(6) The analysis of HOV lane effect

Figure (18) shows the comparison of total cost between the case which the HOV lane exits
atTane 5 ana tane 8 and the case which does not exist. As congestion is growing extremely,
the gap of total cost is growing too. The effect of HOV lane can be analyzed as this.
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The analysis of the HOV lane effect
total

(time slice
5ffi-
or* l--
*[---
"* l--*F
25m F-*l--
,*[--
,* L--
u- L-
oL-

0

)

/
t/\

77
tf-ry

-g
lO 20 S ,0 S 60 m m S lm time slice

-The 
cse

that the
HOVhne
exists

-Tlre 
cce

lhat thc
HOVhne
docs not
erist
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Figure 18. The analysis of HOV lane effect

4-2. Test networkll

The test network II applied in this paper consists of two origins and four destinations as

the following figure (19).

2kh

lm

zorn \17:r.\2rmv 20bn

l{

D

Figure 19. The analysis of mode choice

2. The Result of AnalYsis

(l) The result of dynamic assignment

-

7273 ,\ 
6't3r

,0

il
,, ^ D^ 15

9

l5

Figure 20. The result of dynamic assignment
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(2) The comparison ofaverage cost by path

Fisure (21) shows the comoarison of average cost between path l(4+5-+6-18+9-+10)
anfi path i fit-+tZ+l3il5+16-+17). When it is compaied with the network I , the
assidlment of network II shows more nice result: It means that the more complex
netiork give the better results

The comparison of average cost by path
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Figure 2 I . The comparison of average cost by path

5. CONCLUSION

In this DaDer. a dvnamic traffic simulation model is constructed using CELL
TMNSMISSION THEORY and SPECIAL LANE THEORII, which can be used an analysis
of exoresswav consestion sections. dynamic assignment and HOV lane effect. We can see

that this model deicribes traffic flow realisticali-y according to outputs of section 4. But
there are several limits that must be improved by-future studies and it.is important that we
verify this model using real data of eipressways. If it las bgen decided that this model
descfibes real traffic fldw very well by rheans of verification, this model can be used as an

analysis tool of many purposes including ITS.

5-1. The required future studies

l. Methodological problem

(l) HOV lane theory:

The existine Dansanzo's HOV lane theory has some requirement of development. When
HOV vehicfe at dell (i) and cell (i-l) wi-sh to proceed 1o ramp cell (i+l), the adequate
transmission theory is required. In real condition, we can see expressway structure eastly as

same as fisure 26.- Figure 19. HOV lane and ramp diverging section
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(2) Short+erm prediction module :

The short-term prediction module is necessary at the dynamic traffic splitting module for
eouilibrium bv'oath. since delav accordins to bottlenetk or incident ian noI discover at
di'verging cel[. FigJre (16) which compaies the average cost by path shows unstable
equilibrium by path by means of this condition.

2. Application problem

In order to apply this dynamic traffic assignment to the expressway analysis, we should do
some test. Firstly, the parameter value should be adjusted to describe the expressway
characteristics accurately. Secondly, this dynamic traflic simulation model should be
verified that it explains the expressway traffic flow as realistically.
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